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several events in support
of our yearly innovation
thread.




Date: 12-13 July 2016
Time: 0900-1400 each day - Schedule of
Presentations will be posted here when
available
Location: “The Tent” on The Quad, NPS
Ingersoll Plaza




CRUSER's annual NPS TechCon provides NPS
Faculty an opportunity to explore selected
concepts in support of our Innovation Thread -
“Creating Asymmetric Warfighting
Advantages.” The selected concepts listed
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 2012_05 Robots in
the Roses
 2012_01 RoboEthics
below were generated during the September
2015 Warfare Innovation Workshop. Although
the concepts below have been highlighted,
presentations may be about any concept
related to the Innovation Thread. These 15
minute TechCon presentations are designed
to allow faculty to showcase how they might
take one of these selected concepts to
experimentation.
Drop-in any time between 0900-1400 on Tues-
Wed 12-13 July to hear presentations that you
are interested in.  No registration is required.
TechCon Booklet with presentation
abstracts will be downloadable and linked
here when available.
 
Program + Abstracts: [Click Here
]
Briefing Schedule (v. 3.0):  [Click 
Here]
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 2011_03 Robots in
the Roses
 
Call for Abstracts (CLOSED) 
All technical members of the CRUSER
community of interest are invited to
submit an abstract in any of the following
Robotics and Unmanned Systems
(RAS) topic areas:
RAS Enabled/Support of: ...
1)      Temporal networks: agile ad hoc
networks will create an asymmetric advantage
in any future A2AD battlespace. 
2)      Agile communications: standardized
communications between diverse assets in a
future battlespace will improve  outcomes, and
should be designed into technologies in
development today. 
3)      Fleet-spoofing and/or MILDEC:  using
small, expendable unmanned systems and
retired assets, these concepts all endeavor to
confuse our adversary and cause enemy
forces to commit assets and weapons to
counter an imaginary fleet. 
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4)      Alternative PNT: robust means for
positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) will
be essential in a future battlespace, and could
be accomplished using an array of sensors
deployed on a variety of diverse assets. 
5)       Other RAS/Unmanned Systems
concepts of interest that did not fit into a stated
category leveraged small, expendable
unmanned systems or the electromagnetic
spectrum to create asymmetric advantages in
an A2AD environment such as “Cross-Domain
UAVs” and “Bio-Mimicry Comms”.
 
A full copy of the September 2015 Warfare
Innovation Workshop report is available
from Lyla Englehorn (laengleh@nps.edu).
 
 
